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Meme Token
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ABOUT PINKANGLES
Pinkangel stands out in the crypto world as an adult meme

token, driven by humor and strong community involvement.

This community-based token thrives on active participation

from its passionate members, who shapes its governance and

decision-making.

More than just an entertaining asset, Pinkangel is a

community-led token, embodying decentralized governance

and enabling members to directly influence its direction.

Looking ahead, Pinkangel aims to further empower its

community through the development of its dedicated

platform. 

This distinctive blend of humor, community engagement, and

forward-looking initiatives, setting a new standard in the crypto

world where innovation meets entertainment.



OUR MISSION

Pinkangels aims to provide a distinctive opportunity for the cryptocurrency

community to engage with an advanced meme token. Our mission revolves around

embodying decentralized governance, fostering community involvement, and

delivering innovative initiatives that redefine entertainment in the crypto world.

Pinkangels stands out as a decentralized meme coin operating on the Binance Smart Chain network. It

embraces a community-driven approach, allowing members to actively shape its growth and development.



PINKANGEL STABILITY AND GROWTH

COMMUNITY DRIVEN DECENTRALIZED MEME COIN

LONG-TERM VISION ONGOING APP DEVELOPMENT

Pinkangel is dedicated to offering the cryptocurrency
community a unique and engaging experience, focused on

community involvement rather than financial investment.
Embracing the fun and collaborative spirit of meme tokens,

Pinkangel operates on the Binance Smart Chain (BSC),
utilizing its smart contract capabilities to enhance user

engagement and platform integrity.

Pinkangel stands out as a decentralized
meme coin running on the Binance Smart

Chain network, bringing a unique and vibrant
presence to the crypto space.

Pinkangel stands as a community-centric token with a
steadfast focus on the future. Embracing a long-term

perspective, we encourage you to hold onto our token for
sustained value and enduring benefits.

Pinkangel has set its sights on revolutionizing the
digital landscape with its dynamic and forward-
thinking approach to app development. With a

dedicated team of tech enthusiasts and visionaries,
Pinkangel is actively working on creating Pinkangles

Adult App.



KEY FEATURES

Community-Driven
Innovation

Unveiling the Future:
Pinkangel Adult App

At Pinkangel, the ethos of community-

driven innovation takes center stage. It

represents a collective spirit, with its

community actively steering its growth

and development. This innovative

approach ensures that Pinkangel evolves

in harmony with the aspirations of its

diverse user base.

Pinkangel is excited to announce its upcoming

adult app, a pioneering venture in the crypto

world. This app is set to revolutionize the adult

entertainment landscape, combining humor

with cutting-edge technology, and delivering

unparalleled digital experience.

Stay tuned for a unique blend of fun and tech

with the Pinkangel adult app, a new milestone

in crypto-entertainment.



ADDRESS

TOKENOMICS AND TOKEN DETAILS

Presale Details:
✯ Total Supply : 100,000,000

✯ 25% Team

✯ 35% Presale/Public

✯ 40% Community & Reserve

✯ Stage 1: 1 Pinkangel = $0.001

DECIMAL NETWORK TOKEN SYMBOL
0xB93750Ee93D294342C5347Fd87Ede0dA1d8dda06 18 BSC PINKANGELS

Token Details:

https://bscscan.com/address/0xb93750ee93d294342c5347fd87ede0da1d8dda06


Community
30,000,000,000

presale
30,000,000,000

 Cex Liquidity
20,000,000,000

 PinkangelsApp  
10,000,000,000

 Team 
10,000,000,000
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THANKS BY TEAM
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